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About This Game

Sugar Box - Minimalistic beautiful puzzle game in which you need to help insects pick up sugar
Break down the blocks to drop the sugar box to the ground

In total, you are given 3 attempts if you can not manage for 3 that level of fail
The levels in the game are not complex, so it can be played by everyone.

The game will be updated and new levels and features will appear

Features:
- Beautiful backgrounds
- Minimalistic graphics

- Physical Puzzle
- 75 levels

- Low system requirements
- Trade Card
- Low price
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Title: Sugar Box
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Riviysky
Publisher:
Riviysky
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017
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10/10 on story mode

but online mode is♥♥♥♥♥. Though the price is a bit large, I would wait for a sale and buy this DLC.
Most of the DLC contains generally useless buildings that just do what can already be done a 'little' better or give you a minor
little boost in some stat you forgot the game had, but the Creamery is extremely useful. It turns the Milk you get from Cattle
Ranches into a very profitable source of income and makes the game much more interesting by adding a new trade good and
source of income.
Though I would still think this DLC should have just been released as part of the base game, I see it kind of like the Quick Dry
Cement DLC from Tropico 4: Containing a very helpful building that can assist you a great deal in expanding your nation's
income and helping you grow.
Just wait for a sale and buy it for $2. It's worth it for $2, not $4.. How I conquered and ruled the Entire Europe:

Step 1: Pick France
Step 2: Make peace with Great-Britain.
Step 3: Fully Annex Austria and German States.
Step 4: Attack and conquer Prussia and its Nordic Allies.
Step 5: Backstab Spain.
Step 6: Conquer Russia and the remnants of the Turkish Balkans.
Step 7: Declare war on GB, build an enourmous fleet,and place all your armies in there just to be sure.
Step 8: Lose the naval battle.
Step 9: Watch as the Brits invade motherland France.
Step 10: Finnally enrage as you witness hundreds of hours turned to nothing.

11/10 would make you waste your time again. Awesome game worth every cent. So at a first glance this seemed like a good
SNES style game with good pixel graphics. But thats pretty much all thats good about this game honestly.

Gameplay is very simplistic just going across linear corridors fighting off the same enemies over and over again with the same
attacks over and over. Because you keep moving forward in the same direction this game hardly has any "Metroidvania"
elements. The boss battles are fun though, but sometimes can kill you in one hit which gets annoying. And the combat is just 2
attacks depending on what character your playing as it will have different weapons but in the end, they are all the same honestly.

The art style does look good with some character models but the backgrounds are very blurry and repeat the same image. The
town areas are really wierd cause then the game turns into an over-head view. And it gets confusing where to go for these towns.
The music in this game is enjoyable, it fits well with the current settings of the game if your in town or when your fighting
enemies.

Conclusion: It feels like the developers were trying to add in all the great aspects of a lot of games from the 90s, but lost control
on making them good in this game. If this game just focused on being a Castlevania type game I think it would be much better.
But for what we have here... pass on this one, its barely average.

Rating: 4\/10

. A fun and comical little scinario mission. Get it when it's on sale
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beautiful and incredible invited fighter! The best Mai Shiranui model they have created \ud83d\ude0d\ud83d\udc4d. This is a
cute little paint-by-numbers style "game". I bought it (and the other three volumes) to have things for my nieces to use when
they\/I visit. We shall have to see if it interests them, but for less than a dollar, it is no big deal. Besides, I can always just
complete all the pictures for the achievements, if they don't.... Love this game so much I had to buy it on steam!. Too bad, that
the game is only playable with an internet connection.... This is how you do a multiplayer game!
Great variety, a charming aesthetic, well rounded controller support, up to 8 players local and all that for a very small price.
This is game design done right! I'm very glad I made this purchase and can wholeheartedly recommend.. This is really a well
done game - does honor to JRPG and gives the players a new and wonderful world to explore. Also awesome the stary features
the perspective of a blacksmith
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